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ABSTRACT

Knowledge management plays an essential role on developing efficient systems in educational systems. However, there are different factors influencing the success of knowledge management. In this paper, we review recent advances on implementation of knowledge management (KM) in different areas and discuss why some of KM implementations fail and how they could turn to a successful one. The review focus more on recently published papers in different perspective from the implementation of KM in educational units to KM implementation on project management field.
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1. Introduction

Knowledge management (KM) plays an essential role in improving the efficiency of organizations (Abell & Oxbrow, 1999; Jönsson & Gustavsson, 2002; Asgari, 2005; Adenfelt & Lagerström, 2006). Nevertheless, KM implementation within any organization is not always an easy task because there are various factors influencing KM implementation (Nonaka et al., 1994; Boisot, 1995; Brand, 1998; Andersson & Westerlind, 1999; Swan et al., 1999; Balogun & Jenkins, 2003). Therefore, we need to study different factors influencing KM implementation in different fields. According to Allameh et al. (2011) knowledge is an essential component in competitive world. They investigated different kinds of relationship among various types of organizational culture and dimension of KM implementation. To analyze differences between various organizational cultures, they used Cameron and Quinn’s technique where the relationships among four types of organizational culture including group, developmental, hierarchical and logical (market) culture and six dimensions of knowledge management have been investigated. They reported that there was a meaningful relationship (about 99%) between various kinds of organizational culture and six KM dimensions.
Eftekharzade and Mohammadi (2011) made an assessment on the status of higher education for KM implementation by investigating the situation in Islamic Azad University based on organizational culture, information technology, organizational structure and human resources to establish KM. Their findings indicated that, the university maintained good human resources, the status of organizational structure and culture were on average level but the university was suffering from bad information technology for KM implementation. Kamhawi (2010) in other studies detected three tiers architecture of knowledge flow and management activities including individuals, groups and organization.

Howell and Annansingh (2013) investigated whether there was any path-dependency in association with cultural expectations of knowledge generation and sharing in knowledge intensive firms. They concluded that certain universities display critical junctures and cultural transformation in terms of knowledge generation, dissemination and sharing. Jiacheng et al. (2010) explored individual cognitive mechanisms of knowledge-sharing (KS) motivation to provide effective measures of individual inclinations towards KS. They reported that intrinsic motivation operated through affective commitment: internalization, identification and conformity; rewards had little direct impacts on final intentions.

Aurum et al. (2008) used both quantitative and qualitative techniques to study current practice of KM in Software Engineering (SE) processes in two Australian firms on the basis that they both claimed to implement KM practices in their software development work. It also explained the KM activities and KM process applied in SE practice, and examined the enablers of KM process for SE in terms of leadership, technology, culture, process and measurement. Songsangyos (2012) performed the implementation of KM in higher education systems in Chiang Mai. The study concentrated on comparative of KM in higher education and reported that, the knowledge utilization in governmental institute considered to be at a moderate level while in private institute was at a high level. They also recommended that the faculty members needed to focus on vision, mission and strategies of institutional KM if they wish to achieve benefits from the institution.


Azad et al. (2012) performed an empirical investigation by looking into six KM factors including concept of knowledge, management, knowledge tools, knowledge measurement, change management, knowledge content. They determined the relationship between entrepreneurship and knowledge management components using structural equation modeling and reported that knowledge content was number one priority followed by knowledge tools and concept of knowledge.

Akbari et al. (2012) explained that implementation of strategic KM needs specific organization structure due to unique and particular characteristics of knowledge. Akbari et al. (2012), in other survey, tried to find out whether there was any meaningful relationship between organizational structure, in terms of recognition, focus and complexity, and strategic knowledge management, in terms of codification strategy and personalization strategy, in a private University. Asgarian (2012) studied relationship between KM capacity and innovation performance where KM capacity included knowledge application, knowledge sharing and knowledge acquisition. They reported that there was not any positive relationship between knowledge acquisition and administrative innovation.

Ali et al. (2012) studied the relationship between KM practices and the organizational performance of Pakistan’s telecommunication and reported that KM practices had positive and significant influence
on organizational performance, which indicated that organizations that prefer KM practices could get beneficial outcomes than their competitors. Liao et al. (2011) investigated whether KM could be a mediator between organizational structure and organization environment. Zheng et al. (2010) studied the effect of culture, organizational effectiveness, structure, strategy on KM and reported that KM was a mediator between organization culture factors on organizational effectiveness. Lin et al. (2012) explored various barriers to knowledge flow at different KM maturity stages. Pemsel and Wiewiora (2013) investigated project management office as a knowledge broker for project-based organizations.

Huang (2012) investigated the moderating effect of organizational culture by looking into key user knowledge, attitude and IT performance. Their results indicated that in an organization with stronger IT application culture, key user knowledge would have more impact on departmental IT performance, and attitude will have less impact on departmental IT performance. Ravishankar and Pan (2013) examined the impact of modularity and KM on dynamic capabilities by looking into a call center. Forcada et al. (2013) presented a survey of perceptions of KM implementation in the Spanish construction sector and compared the results obtained from design and construction firms. The survey found that the Spanish construction industry was aware of the benefits of KM but that systematic KM was not generally used. The findings clearly stated that changes in organizational culture were essential to successful KM. The survey also disclosed some distinctions between the KM perception of design firms and that of construction firms.

Lindner and Wald (2011) detected KM critical success factors in temporary organizations based on a cross-industry sample with 414 organizations. They applied the partial least square (PLS) method to examine the impact of cultural, organizational, structural, and process-related factors on KM effectiveness. Their results contributed to a more differentiated understanding of KM in project environments. Chang and Wang (2009) implemented the fuzzy multi-criteria decision making technique (FMCDM) for measuring the possibility of successful KM implementation. They developed a predicting framework based on FMCDM technique to assist firms to build awareness of the critical influential issues on the success of KM implementation, measured the success possibility of KM projects, as well as identified the necessary actions prior to embarking on conducting KM. They also demonstrated the implementation of their method using a real case involving a Taiwanese semiconductor engineering corporation.

Zhao (2010) studied school KM framework and strategies by looking into the new perspective on teacher professional development. They reported that the KM strategies to improve teacher professional development, including school organizational and knowledge leaders, constructing learning school and organization learning culture, establishing teacher KM system of teacher professional development, encouraging team learning, teaching cooperation and knowledge sharing, establishing performance assessment mechanism of knowledge applications and development.

Alhawari et al. (2012) presented a knowledge-based risk management framework for information technology project. They explored the field of risk management associated with KM and attempted to present a conceptual framework, called Knowledge-Based Risk Management (KBRM), which employed KM processes to improve its effectiveness and to increase the likelihood of success in innovative Information Technology (IT) projects.

Jones (2006) explored knowledge sharing in ERP implementation through an organizational culture framework. They developed a cultural configuration, which indicated that the dimensions of culture that best facilitate knowledge sharing in ERP implementation. In addition, their results also indicated different methods that firms may overcome cultural barriers to knowledge sharing. Yang (2007) performed an empirical investigation on knowledge sharing by investigating appropriate leadership
roles and collaborative culture. Yang investigated how organizational culture affect knowledge sharing and reported that there was a strong and positive relationship between a collaborative culture and the effectiveness of knowledge sharing.

2. Conclusion

We have reviewed recent advances on KM implementation in various fields from educational systems to more sophisticated systems of project management, knowledge sharing etc. The main point most of these review is that a successful KM implementation requires a good infrastructure where all system’s components work, properly. KM implementation could have some other benefits such as successful knowledge sharing. It seems that KM will be more explored into most industries within the next few years.
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